
FUMC ESL High Beginning Lesson        Easy Stories Plus Lesson 10

Look at OPD pg 215. Say the animals names. These are animals we see on farms (horses, 
cows, pigs) and animals we see in the backyard (squirrel, rat, mouse).

Read the story ONE PIG IS LOST in Easy Stories Plus

Teachers: Ask them to answer the questions on page 59 orally. Make sure every student can 
say the answer.

Teachers: Write 3 categories on the whiteboard:  Animals, Vegetables, Numbers
Ask the students to come up and write one of the words at the top of page 60 in the correct 
category.

Fill in the correct word to the story below. Then read the story aloud.

Jayna is a housekeeper. She _______________ in Mrs. Aron’s  big house. Today Jayna is 
cleaning silverware in the kitchen. Mrs. Aron has twelve spoons. Jayna opens the drawer and 
________________, “One, two, three, four, ____________, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven.” 
She counts again. Only eleven _______________. Where is _____________ twelve? One 
spoon is ________________! Jayna looks __________________ the kitchen. She looks on the 
counter. She looks under the table. She looks _________________ the knives and forks in the 
silverware drawer. Finally Jayna _______________ the lost spoon. It is in the sink. The spoon is 
next to the cup of tea Jayna drank this morning. “Silly me,” she says. “Where is my head today? 
I need another ____________ of tea!”

Look at page 62. The teacher reads a sentence. You point to the write picture.

Listen to the teacher read numbers. (Teachers use pg 96 for listening prompts) Write the WORD 
for the number you hear. The first one is done for you.

Use these prepositional phrases to match the pictures. Write the phrase in the blank.

around counts finds lost spoons

between cup five number works

1. four 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

under the bed under the table in his hand on a chair in his pockets

next to the 
computer

between the box 
and the bear

next to the 
newspaper

in the refrigerator on the table



1.The boy looks for keys _________________________________.

2. The coffee is ___________________________________________.

3. The boy hides _______________________________________.

4. The watermelon is ______________________________________.

5. The man holds a dollar _________________________________.

6. The girl stands ______________________________________.

7. The girl is _________________________________________________.

8. The ball is __________________________________________________.

9. The cup is _____________________________________________________

10. The girl sits ____________________________________________________.



Using Prepositions:

We use IN for places. Read these sentences.
I live in New York.     The monkeys are in the zoo.    He sits in the front.      He works in an 
office.     I walk in the neighborhood.          The ball is in the middle of the street.
We DON’T use IN for addresses. DON’T say:  We live in 9204 Field Street.   DO say: We live at 
9204 Field Street.  OR We live on Field Street.
We say “Meet me in the mall.”  OR  “Meet me at the mall.”  If you are meeting inside, you say 
in. If you are meeting outside, you say at.

We get IN a car, but ON a bus and ON a plane.

We use IN for time. We use in for seasons, years, months, but not for dates, hours, days of 
the week or holidays.
Read these sentences.
We leave in the morning.     I eat dinner in the evening.  (BUT, I eat dinner AT night.)  In 
summer, we swim every day. He left China in 2009.   It doesn’t rain in July. (BUT, It doesn’t rain 
on July 4th.)
DON’T SAY: I left in 10 o’clock.   DO SAY: I left at 10 o’clock.
DON’T SAY:  We go home in Thanksgiving.  DO SAY: We go home for Thanksgiving. OR: On 
Thanksgiving, we go home.

HOMEWORK: Put  IN, ON, AT in the blank.
1. There are 24 hours ________ a day.
2. I go to class _________ Thursday.
3. We go home _________ the afternoon.
4. The boys left __________  3 PM.
5. Meet me ________ the bank.
6. The animals _______ the zoo are sad.
7. We live __________ Congress Avenue.
8. The old woman got __________ the bus.
9. ______ winter, it snows.
10. There are swings _________ the park.
11. It is time to go. Get ______ the car.
12. ______  2016, I got married.
13. I flew home _______ Monday.
14. My parents live ________ Mexico.
15. My birthday is _______ August.


